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REF. Casa Torradors · 1295 BEVOLKING Begur

BESCHRIJVING

Exclusive Sea View Villa for Sale in Sa Riera

Located atop the picturesque Sa Riera mountain in Begur, this
residence  offers  unparalleled  luxury  and  modernity.  With  a
privileged  orientation  to  the  SOUTH-EAST  ensuring  abundant
exposure  to  sunlight  and  breathtaking  panoramic  views,  this
house presents an incomparable lifestyle on the beautiful Costa
Brava. Designed by a renowned architect of the Costa Brava, this
residence is an outstanding example of modern and functional
architecture. Every detail has been carefully considered to create
an environment of luxury and comfort. Main Floor: Fully Equipped
Kitchen: A fully equipped designer kitchen seamlessly integrated
with  the  main  living  area,  offering  an  open  and  bright  space  for
everyday living. Terrace with Sea Views: Enjoy stunning sea views
from the spacious terrace, perfect for relaxation and entertaining
family and friends. Two Suite Bedrooms: One of the bedrooms is
especially  spacious  and  includes  a  luxurious  bathtub,  both
designed  with  an  elegant  minimalist  style.  Guest  Toilet:  A
convenient guest toilet located on the main floor for the comfort of
residents and visitors. Lower Floor: Two Shared Bedrooms: Two
bright  bedrooms  sharing  a  well-equipped  bathroom  and  an
additional toilet, all with direct access to a covered terrace and the
impressive swimming pool. Exterior and Amenities: The outdoor
space of this residence is a true paradise, with a generous covered
terrace and a private swimming pool inviting you to enjoy the
Mediterranean climate and panoramic views of the surroundings.
Don't miss the opportunity to acquire this extraordinary property
that combines modern sophistication with the natural beauty of
the Costa Brava. Contact us today to schedule a visit and discover
the luxurious lifestyle awaiting you in this stunning house on the
Sa Riera mountain, Begur.

Naam Casa Torradors

Zone Sa Riera

Bevolking Begur

Type Vrijstaand huis / Villa

M2 geconstrueerd 366 m2

M2 perceel 1200 m2

Uitzicht

Slaapkamers 4

Badkamer met ligbad 1

Badkamer met douche 2

Badkamers 1

Parking Ja

Garage Ja

Zwembad Prive

Tuin Ja

Verwarming Neen

Verwarmingsmodel

Alarm Neen
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